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Rayleigh–Taylor instability of reaction-diffusion acidity fronts
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We consider the buoyancy driven Rayleigh–Taylor instability of reaction-diffusion acidity fronts in
a vertical Hele–Shaw cell using the chlorite–tetrathionate~CT! reaction as a model system. The
acid autocatalysis of the CT reaction coupled to molecular diffusion yields isothermal planar
reaction-diffusion fronts separating the two miscible reactants and products solutions. The reaction
is triggered at the top of the Hele–Shaw cell and the resulting front propagates downwards, invading
the fresh reactants, leaving the product of the reaction behind it. The density of the product solution
is higher than that of the reactant solution, and hence a hydrodynamic instability develops due to
unfavorable density stratification. We examine the linear stability of the isothermal traveling
wavefront with respect to disturbances in the spanwise direction and demonstrate the existence of a
preferred wavelength for the developed fingering instability. Our linear stability analysis is in
excellent agreement with two-dimensional numerical simulations of the fully nonlinear system.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1516595#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic deformations of interfaces between t
reactive fluids as well as flows induced by chemical reacti
at the front between two initially motionless fluids are e
countered frequently in petroleum, chemical, and pharm
ceutical engineering. The spatiotemporal dynamics resul
from the interplay between hydrodynamics and chemical
actions can easily become rather complex as a numbe
effects such as viscosity or density variations, surface
sion, or heat effects may come into play. In that respect,
fundamental understanding of the dynamics of reactive flu
can benefit from simple model systems in which only so
of the possible sources of instability are present.

Isothermal, buoyantly unstable, autocatalytic chemi
fronts are one such model system which can be used
prototype to study the effects of the coupling between che
cal reactions and Rayleigh–Taylor type of hydrodynamic
stabilities. Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities occur whenever fl
ids of different density are subject to acceleration in
direction opposite to that of the density gradient.1 Such a
situation is encountered when chemical fronts separa
denser solution lying on top of a lighter one in the grav
field. The initially planar fronts resulting from the couplin
between nonlinear chemical kinetics and diffusion2–4 lose
then stability due to buoyancy effects which induce a cellu

a!Electronic mail: adewit@ulb.ac.be
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fingering deformation of the front. Such an instability h
been observed, for instance, in the iodate–arsenious
~IAA ! reaction, a redox reaction known to produce a d
crease of density during the course of the reaction. Hen
upwards traveling IAA fronts become unstable to buoyan
effects and a deformation of the front is indeed observ
Numerous experimental2,5,6 as well as theoretical works7–10

have been devoted to the study of convective deformati
of IAA fronts ~mainly in capillary tubes!. More recent works
have further analyzed fingering of such IAA fronts in late
ally extended Hele–Shaw cells~two glass plates separate
by a small gap width! in which several convection rolls ca
appear.11–15 The main advantages of the IAA system as
prototype to study the coupling of hydrodynamics wi
kinetics/diffusion are that density changes due to heat eff
are negligible in the geometries considered. In addition
simple one-variable model describing the evolution of iod
concentration16–18is available and remains valid for the con
centration ranges considered in the experiments.18 Experi-
mental studies have also been performed with other bu
antly unstable miscible reaction-diffusion waves2,19–22

including the chlorite–thiourea and free-radical polymeriz
tion reactions. Unlike the IAA system, however, heat effe
in those fronts are no longer negligible and must be ta
into account in the theoretical analysis.2,23–25It is then desir-
able to analyze another chemical system that provides
stable fronts between miscible solutions of different densi
and for which heat effects can be safely neglected. The
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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9396 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Yang et al.
is to understand to what extent the stability properties
chemical fronts and the resulting nonlinear dynamics are
netics dependent. In particular, it would be of interest
compare with the IAA system and to establish the instabi
features which are model dependent.

Here, we focus on the Rayleigh–Taylor instability
reaction-diffusion acidity fronts using the chlorite
tetrathionate~CT! reaction as a model system. In this red
reaction involving the chlorite oxidation of tetrathionate,26 a
hydrodynamic instability of Rayleigh–Taylor type develo
when the reaction front propagates downwards, since
density of the reaction increases in the course of the reac
The CT system is known to produce bistability in contin
ously stirred reactors. When diffusion comes into play,
CT reaction can exhibit oscillatory and traveling waves27–30

as well as spatial bistability.29 It was also the first acid-
catalyzed reaction used to study diffusive instabilities
chemical fronts.30–33 The diffusive destabilization of the
front occurs because of differential diffusivity of the activ
tor and inhibitor species involved in the nonlinear kinet
leading eventually to a cellular deformation of the front.34–36

In particular, a diffusive instability occurs when the activat
~here the protons! diffuses slower than the inhibitor~here
tetrathionate ions!, which is experimentally achieved b
binding the hydrogen ions to immobilized carboxyla
groups.31 Here, we assume that there is no such binding,
hence the diffusivity of the protons is larger than or equa
the diffusivity of the tetrathionate ions, thus excluding t
possibility of a diffusive destabilization of the front. Henc
we focus on the hydrodynamic fingering instability of th
front arising because of density differences between the
actant and product solutions. In the particular case that
two species have the same diffusivities, the two-varia
model can be reduced to a one-variable~fourth-order! model.
This allows us to compare with the IAA system in order
establish the instability features which are kinetics dep
dent. The framework developed here can be readily use
explore other two-variable systems.

In Sec. II, we formulate the model of the convection
reaction-diffusion CT system in the geometry of a Hel
Shaw cell. In Sec. III we construct the base state of
system which is a planar traveling front in a moving fram
In Sec. IV we perform a linear stability analysis of this fro
with respect to infinitesimal disturbances in the spanw
direction—such disturbances arise because of buoyancy
fects. We obtain the dispersion relation for the growth rate
these disturbances as a function of wave number for diffe
values of the governing dimensionless parameters. We d
onstrate that small amplitude disturbances in the spanw
direction are linearly unstable for small wave numbers—w
a band of unstable wave numbers that extends to zero—
stable for long wave numbers. Section V compares the
sults of the linear stability analysis of Sec. IV with numeric
simulations of the fully nonlinear system. Finally, in Sec.
we contrast the stability properties of CT and IAA fronts a
we conclude with suggestions for future work in the proble
of density fingering of chemical fronts.
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II. MODEL

Our system is a two-dimensional Hele–Shaw cell of s
Lx3Ly with the gravity field along thex direction ~the ge-
ometry is depicted in Fig. 1!. The cell is filled with the reac-
tants of the CT reaction. The reaction is triggered at the
of the cell. The resulting chemical front moves downwar
with velocity v invading the fresh reactants, chlorite@ClO2

2#
and tetrathionate@S4O6

22#, leaving the product@H1# of the
reaction behind it according to the overall stoechiome
reaction26

7ClO2
212S4O6

2216H2O→7Cl218SO4
22112H1.

The density of the product solution,r2 , is higher than
that of the reactant solution,r1 . Hence, the downwards trav
eling chemical front is buoyantly unstable and develops d
sity fingers as time progresses. Our objective here is to st
the stability of the planar reaction-diffusion front with re
spect to the hydrodynamic buoyancy effects.

The starting point of our analysis is the assumption t
the fluid in the Hele–Shaw cell is incompressible and
velocity field uI for a given pressure gradient¹I p can be
obtained using Darcy’s law.37,38The CT acid catalyzed reac
tion taking place in slight excess of chlorite is described b
simple two-variable reaction-diffusion model28,33 for the two
main species of the CT reaction, i.e.,a5@S4O6

22# and b
5@H1#. These two reaction-diffusion equations are coup
to the flow field through an advection term. The governi
dimensional equations are then

¹I •uI 50, ~1!

¹I p52
m

K
uI 1r~a,b!gI , ~2!

]a

]t
1uI •¹I a5Da¹2a2r , ~3!

]b

]t
1uI •¹I b5Db¹2b16r , ~4!

where the viscositym and the permeabilityK5a2/12 are
constant in space and time, witha being the gap width of the

FIG. 1. Geometry of the CT system in a Hele–Shaw cell.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Hele–Shaw cell.Da andDb are the diffusion coefficients o
tetrathionate ions and protons, respectively. The dimensi
reaction rater is given by

r 5q$2@ClO2
2#017~a2a0!%ab2, ~5!

wherea0[au t50 and q is the reaction rate constant of th
overall reaction. Here, we assume that the dependence o
density of the solution on the solute concentration appe
only in the gravity term of Darcy’s law~Boussinesq approxi
mation!. Therefore, the densityr of the solution is a function
of a and b, i.e., r5r(a,b). For a, b!1, a Taylor series
expansion at (a,b)5(0,0) up to O~2! yields

r5r01g1a1g2b, ~6!

wherer0 is the density of the fluid in the absence of rea
tants ~e.g., water! with g15]r/]aua,b50 and g2

5]r/]bua,b50 . We notice that, strictly speaking,r depends
on the concentration of all species of the CT reaction but
stoichiometry and simple conservation arguments allow u
express it as a function ofa andb only. The density of the
reactant solution~phase 1! is thenr15r01g1a0 , while the
density of the product solution~phase 2! is simply r25r0

1g2b0 , where b0 is the product concentration when th
reaction is complete, i.e., the concentration ofb far behind
the front. Hence, for the heavy fluid to be on top of the lig
fluid ~unfavorable density stratification! we must haver2

.r1 or g2b0.g1a0 . We shall demonstrate later on th
b056a0 and thereforeg2.g1/6 for instability.

To balance viscous and buoyancy forces, we introduc
characteristic velocityU defined from

U5
DrgK

n
, ~7!

whereDr5(r22r1)/r0 andn5m/r0 is the kinematic vis-
cosity. In addition, balancing convection to diffusion~as
there is no characteristic length or time in our problem! sug-
gests the following characteristic hydrodynamic length a
time scales:

Lh5
Da

U
; th5

Da

U2 . ~8!

We then nondimensionalize Eqs.~1!–~4! by scaling velocity,
length, and time byU, Lh , and th , respectively. Pressure
density, and concentrationsa, b are scaled bymDa /K, (r2

2r1), anda0 , respectively. Equations~1!–~4! then become

¹I •uI 850, ~9!

¹I p852uI 81r8 iIx , ~10!

]a8

]t
1uI 8•¹I a85¹2a82r 8, ~11!

]b8

]t
1uI 8•¹I b85d¹2b816r 8, ~12!

r85r081g18a81g28b8, ~13!
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where the primes denote dimensionless variables,d
5Db /Da , g185g1a0 /(r22r1), g285g2a0 /(r22r1), and
iIx the unit vector in the streamwise direction. The dime
sionless rate law now reads

r 85
Da

U2 qa0
3a8b82~k17a8!, ~14!

with k52@ClO2
2#0 /a027. In addition, we define the char

acteristic chemical time scale as

tc5
1

qa0
3 , ~15!

and hence we introduce the Damko¨hler number,Da, as the
ratio of the hydrodynamic to the chemical time scale, i.e.

Da5
th

tc
5

Da

U2 qa0
3. ~16!

Finally, we define a hydrostatic pressure gradient from

¹I p95¹I p82r08 iIx . ~17!

Combining Eqs. ~9!–~14!, ~16!, ~17!, and dropping all
primes, yields the basic equations for the analysis to follo

¹I •uI 50, ~18!

¹I p52uI 1~g1a1g2b! iIx , ~19!

]a

]t
1uI •¹I a5¹2a2Da f~a,b!, ~20!

]b

]t
1uI •¹I b5d¹2b16Da f~a,b!, ~21!

with

f ~a,b!5ab2~k17a!. ~22!

III. BASE STATE: TRAVELING FRONT SOLUTION

We now construct the base state of the system in
form of a planar traveling wavefront. Multiplying~20! by 6
and adding the resulting equation to~21! gives

]~b16a!

]t
1uI •¹I ~b16a!5¹2~db16a!, ~23!

and the system is now described by~18!–~23!. We seek a
permanent-form traveling wave solution (as ,bs) of these
equations in the absence of convection. By settinguI 50I and
introducing the moving coordinatez5x2ct with c the speed
of the traveling wave, we obtain

2c
das

dz
5

d2as

dz2 2Da f~as ,bs!, ~24a!

2c
dbs

dz
5d

d2bs

dz2 16Da f~as ,bs!, ~24b!

2c
d~bs16as!

dz
5

d2~dbs16as!

dz2 . ~24c!

Integrating~24c! once, we get2c(bs16as)5(d/dz)(dbs

16as)1c0 , wherec0 is the integration constant which ca
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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be determined from the boundary conditionas→1, bs→0 as
z→1`, or c0526c. The resulting equation can then b
integrated once more to give

bs52
6

d
as1

6

d
e2~c/d!zS 1

d
21D E ase

~c/d!zdz16

1
c1

d
e2~c/d!z,

wherec1 is another integration constant. Consider now
integral term in the above equation. Evidently,*ase

(c/d)zdz
<*e(c/d)zdz5(d/c)e(c/d)z, which tends to zero asz→2`.
Hence,*ase

(c/d)zdz also tends to zero asz→2`. Since
e(c/d)z→0 asz→2`, the limit of e2(c/d)z*ase

(c/d)zdz can
be evaluated by using l’Hoˆpital’s rule

lim
z→2`

*ase
~c/d!/zdz

e~c/d!z 5 lim
z→2`

das

dz
1

c

d
as

c

d

50.

This then implies thatc150, sincee2(c/d)z blows up asz
→2` and as a result

bs52
6

d
as1

6

d
e2~c/d!zS 1

d
21D E ase

~c/d!zdz16. ~25!

Therefore, at the back of the front, effectively asz→2`
wherea50, we haveb56 consistent with the fact that pro
tons are formed by the reaction in a stoichiometric ratio o
to 1 with respect to the tetrathionate ions. Notice that in
particular cased51, ~25! yields the simple relationbs(z)
16as(z)56.

The system in~24! can now be written as

dbs

dz
5v, ~26a!

das

dz
5cS 12as2

bs

6 D2
d

6
v, ~26b!

dv
dz

52
c

d
v2

6

d
Da f~as ,bs!. ~26c!

We shall examine the (as ,bs ,v) phase plane where th
wavefront is a heteroclinic trajectory connecting the tw
fixed points~0,6,0! and~1,0,0! associated with the boundar
conditions

z→2`: as→0,bs→6

z→1`: as→1,bs→0.

Linearization of the dynamical system~26! around the
fixed point~0,6,0! yields a Jacobian the spectrum of which
described by three eigenvalues

l152c/d, l25~2c2Ac21144kDa!/2,

l35~2c1Ac21144kDa!/2.

Hence, two of the eigenvalues are negative and one ei
value is positive. Therefore, the eigenvector associated
the positive eigenvalue must be used in a shooting sch
Downloaded 05 Nov 2002 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to A
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for the numerical construction of the wavefront. However,
permanent-form traveling wave solutions of Eq.~26! for c
,cmin exist, while a unique permanent-form traveling wa
exists for eachc.cmin . To obtain the wavefront with the
minimum c, we consider the other fixed point of~26!:
~1,0,0!. Linearization of~26! around this fixed point yields a
Jacobian, the spectrum of which is described by

l152c, l252c/d, l350.

The eigenvectors associated withl152c and l252c/d
aree15(1,0,0)t ande25(0,1,2c/d) t. In the particular case
d51, 2c becomes an eigenvalue of algebraic and geome
multiplicity 2. For traveling waves of quadratic and cub
autocatalytic systems, Billingham and Needham39 have
proved that forc5cmin the heteroclinic trajectory will ap-
proach the second fixed point above the plane spanned be1

ande2 . For higher velocities the second fixed point will b
approached alonge3 associated with the center manifold an
for lower velocities the trajectory is below the plane spann
by e1 , e2 and will diverge. Notice here that all these prop
sitions from the study by Billingham and Needham can e
ily be extended to our case—see also the analysis
Billingham40 of one-dimensional reaction-diffusion wave
with degenerate reaction terms. Following these works
condition that the trajectory is always above the pla
spanned bye1 , e2 is simply v.2cb/d, and hence in our
shooting scheme we search for the minimumc for which this
condition still holds. This method was also employed
Tóth et al.41 to construct the traveling fronts of cubic auto
catalytic systems in the presence of an electric field.

We utilize the NAG routine D02EJF~based on backward
differentiation and suitable for stiff systems! for the numeri-
cal integration of the dynamical system~26! starting from the
fixed point ~0,6,0!. For c,cmin , a blows up asz→1` and
at the same timeb diverges towards large negative values.
is only for c>cmin thata→1 andb→0 for large positivez.
Figure 2 depicts a minimum speed traveling wavefront
Da50.005,k51, andd51 with cmin50.696. The existence

FIG. 2. Stationary traveling wavefront forDa50.005,k51, andd51.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~a! Dimensionless speed,c, of the reaction-diffusion front as a function of the Damko¨hler number,Da, for d51. The relationc59.833ADa holds;
~b! Dimensionless width,W, of the reaction-diffusion front as a function ofDa for d51. The width is defined as the domain in whicha takes on values in
the interval@0.01,0.99#; ~c! Dimensionless speedc of the reaction front as a function ofd for different Damko¨hler numbers;~d! Dimensionless width,W, of
the reaction-diffusion front as a function ofd for different Damko¨hler numbers.
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of a minimum speed for the traveling waves raises the qu
tion of front selection in the time-dependent reactio
diffusion equations. For this purpose we integrated
reaction-diffusion equations in~20!–~21! with uI 50I in time
and space as an initial value problem using zero-flux bou
ary conditions at the ends of a long integration domain.
use a standard Crank–Nicolson-type implicit scheme
solving parabolic equations, with thex derivatives approxi-
mated by central differences. Our numerical experiments
dicate that the minimum speed wavefront is always
proached at large times, provided the initial condition h
compact support. A typical initial condition wasa51 every-
where andb50.5 for the first few grid points at the lef
boundary of the integration domain whileb50 in the rest of
the domain. In addition, we performed initial value proble
computations for the evolution of small amplitude perturb
tions on the wavefronts of~26! and in all cases sufficiently
localized in space perturbations decay to zero for large tim
All these computations demonstrate that from the infin
number of traveling solutions forc>cmin , the wavefront
with c5cmin is the stable solution. In fact the situation he
is similar to Fisher’s equation~see for example Ref. 42!,
where also localized initial conditions always evolve into t
Downloaded 05 Nov 2002 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to A
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traveling wave of minimum speed—see Ref. 43 for a pro
of the stability of the minimum speed wavefront of Fishe
equation using renormalization group theory.

Consider now~24a,b!. The transformationz→zDa21/2

and c→cDa1/2 scales awayDa from these two equations
such that the minimum speed is given byc5 c̃ADa with c̃
5 c̃(d) the minimum speed forDa51. Our computations
show that for k51 and d51, c̃.9.833 such thatc
.9.833ADa. Figure 3~a! depicts the variation of minimum
speed fork51 andd51 as a function ofDa obtained from
the dynamical system in~26!. Experimentally, varyingDa is
easily achieved by varying the initial concentration
tetrathionate ionsa0—see definition~16!—which is known
to modify the speed of the wavefront.28 A fit of the curve in
the figure givesc;9.9ADa. Figure 3~b! shows the variation
of the width,W, of the wavefront~defined as the domain in
which a is in the interval@0.01,0.99#! as a function ofDa. As
expected from the scaling arguments above,W scales as
Da21/2, leading to sharper wavefronts traveling at a high
speed whenDa is increased. An analogous trend is observ
with the traveling waves of the IAA system.14 Figures 3~c!
and 3~d! depict the variation of the speedc and widthW as a
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9400 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Yang et al.
function of d for different Damko¨hler numbers. Bothc and
W are increasing functions ofd, while for the samed increas-
ing Da leads to sharper wavefronts traveling faster. Fina
we point out that To´th et al.28 have obtained numerically th
traveling front solutions of the chlorite–tetrathionate syst
from initial value calculations of the reaction-diffusion equ
tions and for different values of the diffusivity ratiod. Their
finding c;a0

3/2 is in excellent agreement withc;ADa with
Da defined from~16!.

IV. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Eigenvalue problem

We now consider the stability of the wavefront co
structed in the previous section with respect to infinitesim
disturbances in the spanwise direction. In the moving fra
z5x2ct, the base state of the full set of equations~18!–~21!
is simply uI 5uI s50I , a5as(z), b5bs(z), and p5ps(z),
where

dps

dz
5g1as1g2bs . ~27!

Indeed, as]ps /]y52ws[0, with w the velocity alongy,
the base state pressure profile is only a function ofz and can
be easily found by integrating~27! above. LetuI 5uI s1uI 1 ,
a5as1a1 , b5bs1b1 , andp5ps1p1 with uI 1 , a1 , b1 ,
p1!1. Linearizing~18!–~23! in the moving frame and uti-
lizing ~24!, one obtains the evolution equations for the d
turbances

]p1

]z
52u11g1a11g2b1 , ~28a!

]p1

]y
52w1 , ~28b!

]a1

]t
2c

]a1

]z
1u1

das

dz
5

]2a1

]z2 1
]2a1

]y2 2Da
] f

]aU
ss

a1

2Da
] f

]bU
ss

b1 , ~28c!

]b1

]t
2c

]b1

]z
1u1

dbs

dz
5d

]2b1

]z2 1d
]2b1

]y2

16Da
] f

]aU
ss

a116Da
] f

]bU
ss

b1 ,

~28d!

¹I •uI150. ~28e!

whereuss indicates that the corresponding quantity is eva
ated atas , bs .

We now seek particular solutions of~28! in the form of
the normal modes

@u1 ,w1 ,p1 ,a1 ,b1#5@ ū~z!,w̄~z!,p̄~z!,ā~z!,b̄~z!#

3est1 iky1c.c., ~29!
Downloaded 05 Nov 2002 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to A
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wheres is the growth rate of the infinitesimal disturbanc
and k their wave number@such solutions are possible sinc
the problem in~28! is homogeneous in botht andy#. Substi-
tution of ~29! into ~28! then yields

dp̄

dz
52ū1g1ā1g2b̄, ~30a!

ik p̄52w̄, ~30b!

sā2c
dā

dz
1ū

das

dz
5

d2ā

dz2 2k2ā2Da
] f

]aU
ss

ā

2Da
] f

]bU
ss

b̄, ~30c!

sb̄2c
db̄

dz
1ū

dbs

dz
5d

d2b̄

dz2 2dk2b̄16Da
] f

]aU
ss

ā

16Da
] f

]bU
ss

b̄, ~30d!

dū

dz
1 ikw̄50. ~30e!

Differentiating now~30b! and ~30e! once with respect toz
gives (d2ū/dz2)1k2(dp̄/dz)50 which, when combined
with ~30a!, results in

F d2

dz22k2G ū52k2~g1ā1g2b̄ !. ~31!

Equations~30c,d! and ~31! can now be written as

LF ā

b̄
ū
G5sF 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0
G F ā

b̄
ū
G , ~32a!

where the elements of the matrix/differential operatorL are
given by

L115
d2

dz2 1c
d

dz
1S 2k22Da

] f

]aU
ss
D ,

L1252Da
] f

]bU
ss

; L1352
das

dz
; L2156Da

] f

]aU
ss

,

L225d
d2

dz2 1c
d

dz
1S 2dk216Da

] f

]bU
ss
D ,

L2352
dbs

dz
; L3152k2g1 ;

L3252k2g2 , L335
d2

dz22k2.

The linear stability problem is hence governed by an infini
domain ~generalized! eigenvalue problem. The boundar
conditions are

ā, ū→0 as z→6`. ~32b!

Recall that ford51, bs16as56. In this case,~28d! is
replaced by
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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]~b116a1!

]t
2c

]~b116a1!

]z

5
]2~b116a1!

]z2 1
]2~b116a1!

]y2 ,

and hence~30d! by

s~b̄16ā !2c
d~ b̄16ā !

dz
5

d2~ b̄16ā !

dz2 2k2~ b̄16ā !,

the general solution of which isb̄(z)16ā(z)5A exp@ 1
2(2c

1Ac2 1 4(k2 1 s))z# 1 B exp@ 1
2(2c2Ac2 1 4(k2 1 s)) z#,

whereA, B are the integration constants. We can easily sh
that these integration constants should vanish. Assume
example thatc214(k21s).0, then asz→1`, the expo-
nential term, multiplyingA blows up while asz→2` the
exponential term multiplyingB blows up. Hence,A5B50.
Similar arguments apply whenc214(k21s),0 or whens
is complex. Therefore

b̄~z!526ā~z!, ~33!

which eliminatesb̄(z) from the problem all together whe
d51. Equation~30c! then becomes

F d2

dz2 1c
d

dz
2DaS ] f

]aU
ss

26
] f

]bU
ss
D 2s2k2G ā5ū

das

dz
,

~34a!

and ~31! yields

F d2

dz22k2G ū52k2~g126g2!ā.

The quantityg126g2 in the right-hand side of the equatio
above is given byg126g25ĝ1a0 /(r22r1)26ĝ2a0 /(r2

2r1), where the hats denote dimensional quantities. Ho
ever, r15r01g1a0 and r25r01g2b0 which, with b0

56a0 , gives g126g2[21, and the above equation ca
now be written as

F d2

dz22k2G ū5k2ā, ~34b!

such that the linear stability problem ford51, now governed
by ~34a,b!, is independentof the density coefficientsg1,2.
For dÞ1, however,b̄Þ6ā and the eigenvalue problem de
pends ond and one of the density coefficients—the two c
efficients are always related to each other throughg126g2

521. Note that equations~34a,b! have the same form as th
evolution equations for the disturbances in the linear stab
formulation of the IAA system.14 This is simply due to the
fact that for d51 our two-variable model is reduced to
one-variable~fourth-order! model.

The boundary conditions in~32b! imply that we restrict
our attention to the discrete spectrum ofL—this spectrum
consists of eigenfunctions which decay to zero at the infi
ties and correspond to disturbances localized around the
eling front. However, since the eigenvalue problem is
fined in an infinite domain, we anticipate by analogy w
other infinite domain eigenvalue problems~the classical ex-
ample here is Schro¨dinger’s equation in quantum mechanic!
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that L will also have a continuous essential spectrum wh
consists of those eigenfunctions with bounded oscillatory
havior at the infinities. This spectrum can be associated w
disturbances on the regions sufficiently far from the fro
and such disturbances must be expressed in terms of
continuous eigenfunctions which do not decay to zero
approach bounded oscillations at the infinities~but still
within the bounds where the infinite-domain formulation
valid!. For example, step changes in average concentra
which generate effective sources or sinks ofa, b. At the
same time, as the continuous modes are not localized aro
the front they represent spatially global modes reflecting
response of the base state away from the front. Prelimin
analysis indicates that such modes do exist and indeed
wavefront is unstable to perturbations in the far field—s
also the discussion on the stability of the minimum spe
wavefront in the previous section. In addition, the continuo
eigenfunctions can be related to spatial stability~in contrast
to the temporal stability considered here, i.e., we seek
growth rate as a function of the real wave numberk! and to
classical convective stability theory~see for instance Ref
44!; however, a detailed consideration of the continuo
modes as well as the connection with convective stabi
theory is beyond the scope of the present paper~see Ref. 45
for the construction of the continuous spectrum of the ope
tor governing the stability of free-surface thin-film flow
over topography using the Evans function method!.

B. Dispersion relations

We solve the eigenvalue problem in~32! numerically by
using a second-order central finite-differencing scheme
approximateL with its discrete analog. More specifically,
UI , AI , andBI are the discrete representations ofū, ā, andb̄,
respectively, we invert the discrete representation of the
erator (d2/dz2)2k2 in ~31! to obtain an expression forUI as
a function ofAI and BI which, when substituted in the dis
cretized version of~30c,d!, yields a matrix eigenvalue prob
lem of the form

M= FAIBI G5sFAIBI G .
Thus, we replace a complicated differential eigenvalue pr
lem with a much simpler matrix eigenvalue problem. T
eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofM were obtained using the
LAPACK solverDGEEVX. A large number of points in the in
tegration domain was necessary for the first few eigenva
with largest real parts to converge. We tested the accurac
the numerical scheme by varying the domain size and re
ing the mesh.

Figure 4~a! depicts the least stable~largest! eigenvalues
as a function of wave numberk for k51, d51, and different
values ofDa. Clearly, the neutral wave number with ze
growth rate occurs at zero wave number and at a cutoff w
number, with a band of unstable modes between zero
cutoff. Thus, small amplitude sinusoidal disturbances are
early unstable~growing! for long wavelengths and stabl
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~damping! for short wavelengths. Long-wave disturbanc
with k→0 are always unstable and therefore the instability
a long-wave variety.

As we have already demonstrated, the hypothesis
equal diffusivities reduces the two-variable CT model to
one-variable~fourth-order! model, allowing for an interest
ing comparison with the one-variable~cubic! IAA system.
We can then establish to what extend the stability proper
of chemical fronts and the resulting nonlinear dynamics
kinetics/model dependent. Evidently, the dispersion rela
for the CT and IAA systems is similar: in both cases, lo
wavelengths are unstable and short wavelengths stable, w
the band of unstable wave numbers increases by increa
the Damko¨hler number, i.e., a more hydrodynamically u
stable situation. As already discussed for the IAA fronts14

FIG. 4. ~a! Dispersion relation for the dimensionless growth rates as a
function of wave numberk for d51 and different values ofDa. The crosses
and triangles are the values obtained from the fully nonlinear system
initial condition a step function or a traveling wavefront, respectively;~b!
Dispersion relation for the dimensionless growth rates as a function of
wave numberk for Da50.005 and different values ofd ~> 1!. The values of
the density coefficients areg151.282 andg250.38.
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increasingDa leads to faster and sharper fronts which cou
terbalance the stabilizing effect of diffusion.

Figure 4~b! showss as a function ofk for a typical value
of the Damko¨hler number,Da50.005,k51, and different
values ofd(>1). Following Ref. 46, the density coefficient
are taken to beg151.282 andg250.38. Clearly, increasing
d stabilizes the front. This is due to the fact that increasind
leads to faster wavefronts with larger widths@see Figs. 3~c!
and 3~d!#. If the front has a higher velocity, the fingers ca
not develop as easily since they are entrained by the fr
resulting in a more stable situation. At the same time, lar
widths weaken the density gradient and hence diminish
overall destabilizing force.

Interestingly enough, the growth rate curves fordÞ1
remain qualitatively similar to those ford51, i.e., there is
always a band of unstable modes fromk50 up to a critical
wave number above which the growth rate is negative. T
main features of the fingering instability are thusindepen-
dentof the value of the diffusivity ratio which brings in only
quantitative changes of the growth rate: varyingd from 1 to
3 leads to a maximum growth rate and a maximum grow
wave number that are both reduced by a factor of 3.

The region k→0 deserves special attention. We c
show thats50 for k50. For simplicity, let us assumed
51. With k50 in ~34b!, we obtainūzz50 and sinceū→0 as
z→6`, we haveū50. With ū5k5s50, ~34a! gives

d2ā

dz2 1c
dā

dz
2DaS ] f

]aU
ss

26
] f

]bU
ss
D ā50. ~35!

Differentiating now Eq.~24a! once with respect toz and
usingbs16as56, gives

d3as

dz3 1c
d2as

dz2 2DaS ] f

]aU
ss

26
] f

]bU
ss
D das

dz
50 ~36!

which when compared with~35! shows thatā5das /dz
within an arbitrary multiplicative constant~notice that the
derivative of as with respect toz has a maximum atas

51/2, which is thus the point mostly influenced by the d
turbances!. Hence, the operatorL has a one-dimensional nu
space spanned by the eigenfunction@das /dz,0# t. This eigen-
function is associated with the translational invariance of
system in thez-direction: since Eq.~24! is invariant to a shift
in z, if as is a solution, so must be its translateas(z
2 ĉ(t)), and hence there is a family of possible solutio
generated by the translation. If one perturbs the front sligh
that is, ĉ(t)!1, then as(z2 ĉ(t));as(z)2 ĉ(t)asz(z),
where ĉ(t)asz(z) is the perturbation due to translation
When this expression is now substituted into~24!, and after
linearizing for ĉ!1, and differentiating the resulting equa
tion once with respect toz, one obtains~36!: the translational
symmetry manifests itself as a null eigenfunction.

This eigenfunction would be the key component in t
derivation of a nonlinear evolution equation for the locati
of the developed fingers in the weakly nonlinear regime
the instability. We have already shown that the lineariz
operator of the nonlinear system yields a spectrum wit
zero eigenvalue. Moreover, our computations reveal that
zero eigenvalue is well isolated from the higher order ne

th
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tive eigenvalues~or eigenvalues with negative real parts!.
Such nonlinear systems exhibit a unique nonlinear dynam
near the equilibrium points: any sufficiently rich initial dis
turbance will excite all the modes in the spectrum, howev
for small but finite-amplitude disturbances, the modes as
ciated with the negative eigenvalues will relax very rapid
and the system trajectory will approach exponentially fas
an invariant manifold of the same dimension as the num
of zero eigenvalues. Hence, instead of modeling the en
infinite-dimensional nonlinear dynamics, one needs only
decipher the low-dimensional and slow nonlinear dynam
on the invariant manifold. One could then use techniq
from dynamical systems theory, namely center manifold p
jection, to obtain the evolution of the fingers in the weak
nonlinear stage of the instability. Such analysis would
effectively analogous to Kuramoto’s multiple scale analy
for the dynamics of slowly varying wavefronts~kinks or
pulses!.34 Typically, a Kuramoto–Sivashinsky-type equatio
for the nonlinear evolution of disturbances from a larg
amplitude pattern is derived—see also Ref. 47 for the d
vation of this equation for viscous shock waves in fre
surface thin-film flows using center manifold projectio
Although the derivation of this evolution equation for th
chlorite–tetrathionate system is beyond the scope of
present study, we anticipate that by analogy with Kuramo
approach, the equation will have a second spatial deriva
accounting for energy production and a fourth spatial deri
tive, accounting for energy dissipation. Hence, long wa
are unstable and the growth rate in the region ofk→0 is
analogous tok2. This observation is consistent with our n
merical solution of the eigenvalue problem in~32!, which
shows that indeeds;k2 in the region of small wave num
bers. This behavior can also be obtained from simple s
metry considerations: the translational invariance of the tr
eling wave solution in the streamwise direction implies th
s50 for k50, while space reflection invariance in they
direction implies thats is invariant under the transformatio
k→2k, or alternatively that the evolution equation for th
developed fingers is symmetric undery→2y.

Therefore, the situation here is quite different from t
problem considered by Tan and Homsy,48,49 where the
growth rate, for small times, is a linear function of wa
number in the region of small wave numbers. In fact, T
and Homsy48 obtain analytically the growth rate as a fun
tion of wave number for viscous miscible fingering in
Hele–Shaw cell. Their analysis is based on the assump
of an initially sharp interface between the two fluids, effe
tively a step function for the concentration of the solvent
see also the discussion in Ref. 14 for the dispersion rela
at t50 in pure density fingering in the absence of chemi
reactions. The assumption that the system evolves in a
sisteady manner makes the base state translationally in
ant, and hences50 for k50. ~Notice, however, that strictly
speaking, diffusion is a nonstationary process; in fact,
base state is self-similar in time and hence although
equation itself is translationally invariant, its solution is no!
Space reflection symmetry would then imply thats is invari-
ant under the transformationk→2k as we discussed above
however, the growth rate now scales ass;uku in the neigh-
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borhood of smallk and not ask2. This is due to the discon
tinuity of the base state att50 ~Tan and Homsy assumed
step function for the concentration att50), which manifests
itself as a discontinuity for the derivative ofs at k50. In
fact, a simple analysis of the solution obtained by Tan a
Homsy shows that the perturbations for the concentrat
velocity, and pressure are continuous atk50 but their de-
rivatives are discontinuous in this limit. It would then see
reasonable to conclude that the growth rate is no longe
linear function ofk at later times, when diffusion smoothe
out the initial discontinuity of the concentration profile; how
ever, computations for the growth rate in the region ofk
50 have not been reported.

The fundamental difference therefore between the s
tem considered here, as well as the IAA system and p
miscible fingering, is that the base state in the presenc
chemical reaction is a traveling front in a moving frame a
this front results from competition between diffusion and
action. In the absence of chemical reactions, however, th
will be no stationary front in a moving frame, as diffusion
simply a nonstationary process. In fact, if the quasiste
assumption is abandoned one expects that the growth ra
infinitesimal disturbances will no longer be exponential
time. As a result, the presence of chemical reactions ha
profound impact on the behavior of the dispersion relat
for k→0 with the growth in this region due to the transl
tional invariance of the reaction-diffusion front in the strea
wise direction. For the same reason, the dispersion relatio
Ref. 41 for the lateral instability of cubic autocatalytic fron
in the presence of electric field is quadratic with respect tk
in the region of smallk. This is also the case for the chem
convection process analyzed in Ref. 50.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the growth ratesmax and the most
unstable wave numberkmax as a function of Damko¨hler num-
ber for d51. As Da decreases, the maximum growth ra
decreases and eventually tends to zero asDa→0, since there
is practically no chemical reaction in this limit and hen
there is no density difference between the two phases. In
estingly enough, the maximum growing wave number is
weak function ofDa for largeDa.

C. Comparison to experiments

Let us now compare our theoretical results with ve
recent experimental data.46 It is known that protons diffuse
intrinsically faster than the other species in the CT syste
Let us taked53—see for example Ref. 29. The main d
mensionless group in our analysis is the Damko¨hler number.
Using its definition in~16! and the characteristic value fo
the hydrodynamic velocity,U5Drga2/12n, we get

Da5
144Dan2qa0

3

~Drga2!2 .

Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to use this definitio
to obtainDa due to the uncertainty on the kinetic paramete51

q and on the diffusion coefficientDa .29,30 Instead, we
choose to computeDa using our numerical result in Fig
3~c!, Da;(c/20)2 for d53. As the dimensionless speed
the stable wavefront isc5v/U, we obtain
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Da5S v
20U D 2

5S 12nv
20Drga2D 2

. ~37!

This definition allows us to compare experimental and th
retical results provided three variables are known, i.e.,
gap width a, the density ratioDr, and the velocity of the
stable chemical frontv. A typical set of experimental param
eters isa50.821 mm,Dr53.131024,46 v50.12 mm/s for
a055.031023 M,28 while we useg59.83103 mm/s2 and
taken50.99 mm2/s, the kinematic viscosity of water as w
are dealing with diluted aqueous solutions. These parame
give usDa50.0012. Figure 3~c! then indicates that the trav
eling reaction-diffusion front has a velocityc.0.6, which
corresponds to a dimensional velocityv.0.10 mm/s. For
Da50.0012 our computations show that the most unsta
wave number iskmax.0.05. To convert this to a dimension
quantity, we need the diffusivityDa in the definition of the
hydrodynamic length scale in~8!. Following Ref. 46,Da

.1.231022 mm2/s, which withU.0.17 mm/s gives a di-
mensional maximum growing wave number of.0.7 mm21

of the same order of magnitude as the experimental valu

FIG. 5. ~a! Dimensionless maximum growth rate in Fig. 4~a! as a function
of Da. ~b! Dimensionless maximum growing wave number in Fig. 4~a! as a
function of Da.
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1.7 mm21.46 Let us nevertheless be cautious as, in the
cently reported experimental data, heat effects due to
exothermicity of the reaction were present. Such heat effe
have a profound influence on the density ratioDr, which in
turn affectsDa and the density coefficientsg1,2 and therefore
the maximum growing wave number. Hence, we refrain fro
a detailed comparison with our theory and at this stage c
parisons with experiments can only be qualitative. Note a
that combining definitions~16! and ~37! of the Damko¨hler
number allows to express the dimensional kinetic constaq
simply as

q5
v2

400Daa0
3 ,

which for v50.12 mm/s, a055.031023 M,28 and Da

.1.231022 mm2/s givesq52.43104 M23 s21.
The experiments are also performed for various ang

of the Hele–Shaw cell with respect to the vertical direction46

If u denotes the angle between the Hele–Shaw cell and
vertical direction, the gravitational field is nowg cosu.
When cosu50, the cell is horizontal and no instability take
place. Thus, we anticipate that the maximum growth rate w
decrease as cosu decreases from 1 to 0. To compare with t
results in Ref. 46 discussed for the special cased51, here
we define the Damko¨hler number asDa51/j2 cos2 u, where
j510Drga2/12nv. Using our numerical results for th
maximum growth rate in Fig. 5, we can easily obtainsmax

andkmax as a function of cosu51/jADa, provided of course
we choose a value of the gap widtha to computej. The
result for a51.04 mm and Dr53.831024 is kmax

d

;(cosu)0.62 and smax
d ;(cosu)1.5, wherekmax

d and smax
d are

dimensional quantities. Again, changinga, Dr, g1 , g2 , Da ,
andd will change these exponents, which points to the ne
for precise measurements of all these parameters. We
also that Darcy’s law used here is strictly a two-dimensio
model and does not take hydrostatic pressure along the
width into account, which might be important in tilted con
figurations, especially when the angleu departs severely
from 0°.

V. NONLINEAR SIMULATIONS

To validate the linear stability analysis of the previo
section, and to get insight into the long term nonlinear d
namics of the developed fingers, we consider the full non
ear equations~18!–~22! with d51. Recall that in this case
b(z)5626a(z), and henceb can be eliminated from the
equations to give

¹I •uI 50, ~38a!

¹I p52uI 1@~g126g2!a16g2# iIx , ~38b!

]a

]t
1uI •¹I a5¹2a236Daa~12a!2~k17a!. ~38c!

To integrate this set of equations numerically, we introdu
the stream function c such that u5]c/]y and w
52]c/]x with uI 5(u,w) the velocity field. Taking the curl
of the evolution equation for the pressure perturbation~38b!
and recalling thatg126g2521, gives
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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cxx1cyy52ay , ~39a!

a t1axcy2aycx5axx1ayy236Daa~12a!2

3~k17a!. ~39b!

We numerically solve Eqs.~39a,b! using a pseudospectra
method49,52 on a two-dimensional domain of dimensionle
width Ly8 and lengthLx8 . We note that the dimensionles
width is simply Ly85Ly /Lh5LyU/Da5Drga2Ly/12n,
which is the equivalent of a Rayleigh number,Ra. If we
define the aspect ratioA as A5Lx /Ly , we obtain Lx8
5ARa.

Our numerical scheme is essentially based on Fou
expansions for the stream functionc and concentrationa,
and hence periodic boundary conditions are imposed in b
the transverse and streamwise directions. We derive a s
ordinary differential equations~ODE! for the evolution of the
time-dependent coefficients of the Fourier expansions. Th
ODEs are solved numerically using a second-order Adam
Bashforth scheme. There is no problem in the use of perio
boundary conditions in the transverse direction. To deal w
periodicity in thex direction, we start witha50 at the top
(x50) of the cell and switch toa51 at x50.05Lx8 . The
downward traveling front has heavier product on top~corre-
sponding toa50), invading the lighter reactants (a51)
below, and hence it is buoyantly unstable. The reverse sw
from a51 to 0 applied at the bottomx50.95Lx8 on the con-
trary corresponds to a heavier solution invading upwards
lighter reactants which is a buoyantly stable situation. T
different initial conditions were used in all our numeric
simulations: a step function or the planar wavefront obtain
from our shooting scheme in Sec. III. Appropriate
smoothed random white noise of 0.2% maximum amplitu
is applied at the front. Figure 6 shows a typical nonline
evolution of the upper hydrodynamically unstable front f
Da50.005,k51, andd51 using as an initial condition a
step function~in all cases, the nonlinear dynamics ford51
is qualitatively similar to that fordÞ1). The observed pat
tern is very similar to what is observed in the experiment46

To compare our nonlinear simulations to the linear stabi
analysis of Sec. IV, we measure the maximum growth r
and most unstable wavelength. The growth rate is obtai
by fitting an exponential to the evolution of the length of t
fingers as a function of time for small times.53 To obtain the
wavelength of the developed fingers we take the power s
trum of the front at early times. The dimensionless wa
length of the developed fingers is 0.09860.006, in excellent
agreement with the.0.1 value predicted by the linear sta
bility theory of the previous section. Figure 4 compares
linear stability analysis with the fully nonlinear simulation
and in all cases the agreement is very good. The results
roughly the same whether the initial condition is a step fu
tion or the traveling wave solution.

At later times, some of the fingers merge, leading to
overall coarsening of the fingering pattern~see Figs. 6 and
7!. In narrower systems~Fig. 7! the front evolves ultimately
to one single finger of constant mixing zone~defined as the
distance between the most advanced point of the front
yond whicha.0.99 and the back of the front behind whic
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a.0.01). This fingered front travels at a constant spe
higher than the minimum speedc of the stable reaction-
diffusion front. This increased speed results from entra
ment of the flow due to the presence of convection rolls.
an example, forDa50.001 ~Fig. 7!, the stable planar fron
travels at a speedc50.311, while the single final finger o
Fig. 7~d!, reached after all fingers have merged, travels a
constant speed equal to 0.582. Increasing the Damko¨hler
number favors the chemical component of the dynamics o
the hydrodynamics. Hence, as reaction-diffusion proces
favor planar fronts, increasingDa leads to less develope
fingers characterized by a smaller mixing zone as can be

FIG. 6. Density plot of the fingering instability at various times forDa
50.005,k51, Ra51024, andd51. The initial condition is a step function
The system is shown from top to bottom at three successive timest5600,
900, and 1200.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Density plot of the fingering
instability at various times forDa
50.001, k51, Ra5512, and d51.
The initial condition is a step function
The system is shown from left to righ
at four successive timest5900, 1200,
2100, and 3000.
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when comparing Figs. 6~c! and 7~b!. In addition, the pres-
ence of chemical reactions changes the up/down symm
observed in pure density fingering53,54 because of the fron
movement direction.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have examined in detail the Rayleigh–Taylor ins
bility of reaction-diffusion fronts for the CT system. We pe
formed a linear stability analysis of the minimum spe
wavefront with respect to infinitesimal disturbances in t
spanwise direction and for different values of the Damko¨hler
number. Our analysis revealed the existence of a prefe
wavelength for the instability. Both maximum growing wav
number and maximum growth rate were found to be in
cellent agreement with time-dependent simulations of
fully nonlinear system. The agreement with experimen
data is also good.

Unlike the IAA system studied before, where the ba
state can be obtained analytically in certain limits and
speed is then uniquely defined, for the CT reaction the wa
front has to be obtained numerically and there is an infin
number of possible wavefronts for a speed larger tha
minimum value. Having established, however, that the m
mum speed wavefront is always the one selected by the
system~provided that any disturbances are sufficiently loc
ized around the front!, we find that for both systems th
dimensionless speed is proportional toDa1/2, while the
width scales asDa21/2. In addition, ford51, the CT reac-
tion scheme reduces to a single variable model like the I
system. It is not surprising then that the dispersion relat
for the CT and IAA systems is similar. For example, lo
Downloaded 05 Nov 2002 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to A
try

-

ed

-
e
l

e
s
e-
e
a

i-
T

-

A
n

wavelengths are unstable and short wavelengths stable
both cases, while the band of unstable wave numbers shr
by decreasing the Damko¨hler number, resulting in a more
stable situation. Comparison between the dispersion cu
for the CT system~Fig. 4! and for the IAA system~Fig. 2 of
Ref. 14! shows that the most unstable growth rates and
band of unstable wave numbers are in the same range in
systems for values of parameters representative of the
spective experimental conditions. The values ofDa numbers
relevant to experiments are much smaller for the CT sys
than for the IAA system, but this is just related to the fa
that the chemical time scale is defined arbitrarily using
kinetics of the chemical reaction at hand. TheDa number
range will thus strongly depend on the chemical react
studied. Nevertheless, the wave number of the most unst
mode is of the same order of magnitude in both CT and I
systems, as it depends on parameters such as gap wida,
density differenceDr, diffusion coefficientDa , and velocity
v of the stable front, which are in the same range in b
systems. Thus, it seems that both CT and IAA systems
have in a similar fashion with respect to the buoyancy-driv
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. The fact that the CT front tra
els downwards in the gravity field while the IAA front move
upwards does not matter as pure density fingering is int
sically symmetric with regards to the up/down symmet
The effect of chemistry is then to introduce a propagat
direction which breaks this up- and down-symmetric dens
fingering.

AssumingdÞ1 complicates our analysis asb cannot be
eliminated. We then have an additional variable in our line
stability and time-dependent computations. In addition,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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density coefficients,g1 and g2 also cannot be eliminate
from the linearized equations for the disturbances~see the
discussion in Sec. III!.

The dispersion curves ford.1 are qualitatively similar
to those obtained ford51, i.e., there is always a band o
unstable modes extending from zero wave number up
critical wave number above which the system is always
early stable. Hence, the main features of the fingering in
bility do not depend on the value of the diffusivity ratio—th
maximum growing wave number for example is simply r
duced by a factor of 3 whend increases from 1 to 3.

The analysis presented here was based on a numb
assumptions. First, we used Darcy’s law to describe the fl
velocity in a Hele–Shaw cell. As Darcy’s law is a good d
scription for Hele–Shaw flows only for gap widthsa→0, it
is probably not a suitable hydrodynamic description of
flow field in the larger cells used in the experiments. Mar
and co-workers have recently examined the region of ap
cability of Darcy’s law in the description of Rayleigh–Taylo
instability of fronts between miscible fluids in Hele–Sha
cells.55 For the IAA system, in particular, they have show
that Darcy’s law should be replaced by two-dimensio
Navier–Stokes–Darcy and eventually three-dimensio
Navier–Stokes equations for better quantitative agreem
with the experimental dispersion relation curves when
gap width is increased.15 An analogous study for the CT
system would be of particular interest.

Moreover, the quantitative comparison between
present theory and experiments relies heavily on accu
values of the gap widtha, the density differenceDr, the
diffusivity ratio d, the diffusion coefficientDa , and the ki-
netic parameters. For the time being several of these pa
eters are not known with great accuracy~see for instance
Refs. 29 and 30 regardingDa) and hence we cannot directl
compare the theory presented here and experiments. N
that in the recently reported experiments by Horva´th et al.,46

heat effects due to the exothermicity of the reaction w
present. These effects will be analyzed in detail in a fut
study.56

We close with a discussion on the diffusivity ratiod. For
normal aqueous solutionsd53 as the protons diffuse prob
ably at least three times faster than the tetrathionate ion30

However, the diffusivity ratio depends crucially on th
amount of inert salt present in the system. By adding so
inert salt, one can in fact increase the apparent diffusion
of the hydrogen ions. When there is an excess of ions,
hydrogen ions are free to diffuse, and in that case the di
sivity ratio can be as high as 7. In the absence of excess
in hydrogel, the diffusivity ratio is between 1 and 2. The ca
d,1 would also be of interest. Such a situation can be
perimentally achieved by binding the protons to a high m
lecular weight molecule of reduced mobility carrying ca
boxylic groups.30,31The inhibitor species~tetrathionate ions!
will then diffuse apparently quicker than the activator spec
~protons!, allowing for a diffusive destabilization of the
front. Such an instability gives rise to a purely diffusive~i.e.,
convectionless! cellular deformation of the front and ha
been studied both experimentally and theoretically for
CT system. Performing analogous experiments in vertic
Downloaded 05 Nov 2002 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to A
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oriented Hele–Shaw cells with downwards buoyantly u
stable CT fronts might lead to a competition between pur
hydrodynamic and diffusive instabilities which could giv
rise to new interesting spatiotemporal dynamics.
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